CUPCAKES AND CONSPIRACY
Polly Holmes
A cozy mystery prequel about family ties, friendship and juicy town gossip.
Who will attempt murder to protect their idyllic way of life?
Armed with an over-zealous love for her town and unlimited tenacity, Betty
Brookson takes no prisoners when she openly challenges a construction
tycoon at an emergency town meeting. No-one wants to see the nursing
home turned into high-rise apartments in the name of progress, least of all
Betty.
The arrival of her broken-hearted granddaughter peps her up. Charlotte
McCorrson, an award-winning master baker and passionate soul, just like her
grandmother, but when Derek Pantell is found floating unconscious in the
nursing home pool with a horrific head injury, all evidence points to Betty and
she soon becomes the number one suspect.

PREQUEL

Betty’s stellar reputation is on the line and with the help of her trustworthy
granddaughter, they set out to uncover the truth. Will they find the person
responsible, or will they become the next victims in their master plan?
Cupcakes and Conspiracy is the exciting prequel to The Cupcake Capers
Series by Polly Holmes.
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Polly Holmes is the cheeky alter ego of Amazon best-selling author, P.L.
Harris. When she's not writing her next romantic suspense novel as P.L. Harris,
she’s planning the next murder in one of Polly's mysteries.
Polly’s award-winning Cupcake Capers Series is rich in storyline and location
with characters that stay with you long after you turn the last page. She
publishes her cozy mystery books with Gumnut Press. Pumpkin Pies and
Potions is the first in her new paranormal cozy series.
Cupcakes and Corpses was a finalist in the Oklahoma RWA’s 2019 IDA
International Digital Awards, short suspense category. Cupcakes and Curses
claimed second place and Cupcakes and Cyanide gained third place making it
a clean sweep in the category.

"This is a fun and charming short read. I can't wait for the series."
AMAZON REVIEWER.
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